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Which of the following denote the structural changes in Indian economy? (A) Primary sector contribution has gone down.
(B) Service sector contribution has.

Consolidabetween two tion merger companies having no common business areas. It will also help the
candidates in developing the time-management skills. J  Market companies extension are bought merger and
combined under new entity. Codes : A Both A and R are correct. Which one of the following is correct
combination? Question papers for University of Pune 1st Year FYBcom Essentials of E-commerce question
paper gives an idea about the questions coming in the board exams and previous years papers give the sample
questions asked by CBSE in the exams. Differential proportional to pricing cost III. List II  Which of the
following combinations gives true statements with regard to above? Previous year question papers are
designed by the experts based on the latest revised University of Pune 1st Year FYBcom syllabus. Increased
international trade. University of Pune previous year question paper 1st Year FYBcom pdf can be dowloaded
but Shaalaa allows you to see it online so downloading is not necessary. Prices to be 4. Which one of the
following was not main contribution of F. D A is incorrect, but R is correct. B All rivals charge a price
independent of the price charged by the oligopolist. Liberalisation capacity. Practicing Previous Year Question
Papers is the best way to prepare for your board exams and achieve good score. Maharashtra State Board
previous year question paper 12th Board Exam pdf can be dowloaded but Shaalaa allows you to see it online
so downloading is not necessary. Which one of the following is not matched properly? C D All oligopolists
charge the price as independent sellers. B Ratio of marginal utilities of the two goods is equal to the ratio of
their respective prices.


